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New STRUCK Streaming Series Premiers Proof of Concept 
 

The new streaming series “STRUCK” releases its promo trailer and introduces the filmmakers 
on its website, StruckTheSeries.com. The narrative series stars Cameron Arnett, Todd Denson, 
Benjamin Dane, and Todd Terry. 
 
Dallas, TX – May 8, 2023 – www.StruckTheSeries.com | 3 Joy Films and 4 L Films new epic 
series, Struck,   presents a proof of concept trailer, and both the public and distributors will 
get a first-look. In addition, Executive Producer Suellen Roberts, Christian filmmaking 
pioneers, Wes & Amanda Llewellyn, and producer/actor Benjamin Dane will be available for 
press interviews. 
 
"This spectacular dramatic series tells the parallel true-life stories of the biblical 
Noah and the incredible Mt. Ararat expeditions by Dr. John D. Morris to find the 
ark. It’s a thrilling undertaking,” says executive producer Suellen Roberts. 
 
Struck features Todd Denson (Will Trent, Ozark), as Dr. John D. Morris, Benjamin Dane (First 
Lady, Beyond The Farthest Star), as Noah, Todd Terry (Jesus Revolution, Breaking Bad), as 
J.B., and popular star Cameron Arnett (Overcomer, Nefarious), as Noah’s nemesis, Asa. Other 
cast members are Katharine Franco, Kayli Hessler, Gabe Baker, and Yanis Kalnins. Helmed 
by executive producer, Suellen Roberts and award-winning writer/director team, Wes & 
Amanda Llewellyn, the episodic will intertwine the parallel narratives of two men, separated 
by history, who risk it all.  
 
Through creative storytelling and state-of-the-art visuals, the viewer will experience the 
connection of both men who risk their lives being obedient to God’s calling. We will see the 
humanity of each life, their relationships, an epic adventure, and the determination to sacrifice 
everything. For the first time, the antediluvian (pre-flood) world will be brought to life using 
cutting-edge advancements in visual technologies. This ambitious project is introducing its 
series concept to distributors and the public through the web and interviews. The series will 
also showcase an extensive “BTS: Behind The Science” interactive component that 
corresponds with each episode, explaining the actual science behind the pre-flood world of 
Genesis. Viewers can follow along and delve deeper into expert perspectives from 
archeologists, physicists, geologists, paleontologists, and other antediluvian scientists.  
 
The foundation of the project is the true-life story of Dr. John D. Morris. A modern-day 
“Indiana Jones,” and a geological engineer, who completed thirteen expeditions to Mt. Ararat 
in search of the Ark’s evidence after multiple sightings. He committed his life to finding the 
Ark while suffering from debilitating multiple sclerosis and being struck by lightning in 1972, 
during one climb. Morris recently passed away from the illness in January.  
 
Filmmakers Suellen Roberts, Wes & Amanda Llewellyn and actor/producer Benjamin Dane 
are available for press interviews. Contact Annette Trucke to schedule an interview time or for 
more information regarding this upcoming streaming series.  
 
For More Information and Interview Schedule Contact: 
Annette Trucke, Audacious Consulting & Media 
EM: AnnetteTrucke@Gmail.com 
PH: 541.953.0537 
### 
 



Dr. John David Morris (1946 - 2023) was an American young earth creationist. He was the 
son of “the father of creation science,” Henry M. Morris, and served as president of 
the Institute for Creation Research (ICR) from the time of his father's death until 2020. 
Morris was a creationist author and spoke at a variety of events. Many of his presentations 
discussed the fossil record and its relation to evolution.  He completed thirteen expeditions to 
Mt. Ararat in search of the Ark’s evidence. Morris had a B.S. in Civil Engineering 
from Virginia Tech (1969), an M.S., University of Oklahoma (1977), and a PhD, University 
of Oklahoma (1980) in Geological Engineering. In 1984 he joined the ICR and in 1996 he 
became its president. Later, he became an integral member of the ICR board of directors. 
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Caption: Struck! The Series. Two Men. Separated by History. Risk it All. Starring Todd Denson as John 
Morris and Benjamin Dane as Noah. 
 



 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. Asa (Cameron Arnett) refuses Noah the timbers he desperately needs to build the 
Ark. 
 

 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. The Ark rises above a world-ending flood, saving Noah’s family of eight.  
 



 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. John Morris (Todd Denson) sees his destiny realized as he experienes Mt. Ararat 
for the first time. 
 

 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. In a freak snowstorm during the Mt. Ararat climb, John (Todd Denson) and Roger 
(Gabe Baker) struggle to find their way. 
 

 
 



Caption: Struck! The Series. On the Ark, with their world gone, Noah (Benjamin Dane and Elora (Katharine 
Franco) question God’s plan.  
 

 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. J.B. (Todd Terry) is committed to find evidence of the Ark of Noah with John 
Morris and a ragtag team of explorers.  
 

 
 
Caption: Struck! The Series. Dalta Morris (Kayli Hessler) is concerned for her husband John’s health as he 
commits his life to find the Ark of Noah.  
 
 
 


